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262,813,388

I think bug fixes are always a must but new more frequent content needs to come out on a steady pace too.

Friday, Apr 1st 1:58PM

262,813,195

I know not everything is possible to create because of engine limitations, but little things like more cumshot poses
or even a meter or something that determines the size of the cumshot, or even random ones so that everything
isn't the same every time, being able to create poses in your room, or even just something to do in the game
other than dance.

Friday, Apr 1st 1:47PM

262,806,636

Developers should focus on...should always be to fix bugs but new features would be nice. More clothes for guys,
I personally would like to see suit and ties, I would like to find a way or someone to do more personal or custom
tat's Overall rating, can't give it a 5 because I have not played any other similar games to compare Developer
communication, neutral rating, I haven't contacted a developer Recommendation...I would if I had any kinky
friends lol...that's why I play, so I have some!

Friday, Apr 1st 6:50AM

262,791,000

I would really like to see two things, 1) the ability to lock a cock/pussy/strap-on for females and thus remove the
pose options that would force you to change or put you in the role that matches what you have locked. Nothing
dampens the mood quite like being futa with your female sub and when you select a pose you all of a sudden
have a pussy and she has the cock and is in the dom role. And 2) the ability to swap role with anyone in the pose
as long as you can fill that role, instead of just in same sex pairings. I have found that if I partner with two other
women I cannot be the woman in the middle of the standing up pose, where the other two are fucking pussy and
ass. Which is stupidly annoying, cause we have to break the group and have one of the others send the partner
requests. If we could just select one of the other people and swap with them as long as they are in a role you can
do and vice versa it would make life much easier and much nicer.

Thursday, Mar 31st
3:51PM

262,778,466

I think 3DX is an amazing place to hang out and make friends, But constant updates would do amazing work to
make it continue to feel fresh and alive, I wish we could get everything you put on the list for possible features but
I know that will take time effort and money and im sure it'll all come out eventually too, Thanks for such an
awesome enviroment to be safe in. P.S there are some people who arent to happy about gay or trans couples
and I know you cant really do anything to change their outlook, But I was talking to a trans woman on there a few
days ago and she was telling me of the harrasment she gets and how Cliques of people tend to bully someone...
I know you might be aware of it but if not I would just like to give a heads up, because ignoring people doesnt
always seem to be enough

Thursday, Mar 31st
5:00AM

262,769,428

The game is great, the community is awesome (most of the time) but the little issues even if they are only small
bugs can ruin the fun. Also the lack of updates makes the game looks like it's only manage by it's community.

Wednesday, Mar 30th
7:17PM

262,767,705

Fix the bugs. This shouldn't even be a question of priorities. Make the game work properly, then add new toys
(which will bring more bugs, which you then fix). As it stands, we just keep piling on more bugs and eventually
this game will become an unplayable doorstop.

Wednesday, Mar 30th
6:19PM

262,762,790

As a retired person, I tend to go into the builder for a lot of my fun. Being able to use custom textures in a 500 X
500 pixel format would be really nice. Keep them as .bmp, .jpg but limit the use of targa and alpha channels for
stability.

Wednesday, Mar 30th
3:24PM

262,761,328

Something *NEEDS* to be done about untraceable alts. They are DESTROYING the game. We need to be able
to see how long an avatar has existed, and what other avatars are in that same account. And that won't even
cover people with more than one account. Fake alts are WAY too powerful, and hide who someone really is.
They're mostly used for trolling others. Literally: if they don't do something about it, this game will always be full of
misery and grief. I'm not saying to get rid of alts, but they *NEED* accountability. It should not be possible to hide
your previous alts and fool everyone into thinking you're someone new. PLEASE FIX IT.

Wednesday, Mar 30th
2:32PM

262,760,699

Game is good just needs some tweaking and bug fixes.

262,757,510

I really appreciate the game, just keep adding to it, the fantasy role playing community is growing quickly so
anything that can help us to be orcs, neko, werewolves, vampires, etc, would be greatly appreciated

Wednesday, Mar 30th
12:10PM

262,757,181

The game comes across as a lazy attempt at making a quick buck. Updates are few and far between, dont add
much either. Constant bugs, especially Music not working, getting logged out / kicked is tremendously annoying
Amount of "fake people" is extremely bad either. Please add an option for people to verify their Gender. 95% of
all females here are guys pretending. The games use of lovense toys is laughable and really bad

Wednesday, Mar 30th
11:56AM

262,753,881

3DXChat is very good also for Gay users, but I hope as the same level of quality for gay poses as MF or MFF.
Also, stairs and slopes are still broken. I hope they will be fixed.

Wednesday, Mar 30th
8:16AM

262,750,686

Overall this is a good game which I play every day either in my fantasy role play or in my games (golf, archery,
fishing. It would also be good to have more roll options e.g. /roll3

Wednesday, Mar 30th

262,741,452

new played, been at it for less than a week really enjoying it. i am also an IT guy myself in IT support so here is a
list of life improvements I would love to see! - changing room as a playable space - more lighting control (lamps
etc.) - an option to mute in game music if I dont want that rooms soundtrack but like the room - erection control more of everything cause its's great! :D

Tuesday, Mar 29th
6:29PM

262,741,020

I bloody love this game.

Tuesday, Mar 29th
6:15PM

262,724,489

Please add physics to the skirts so instead being stiff all time it moves when the avi walks. Please add speed
slider to boob job pose. Please alter the breast physics so that it is squeezable (add some poses involving breast
and butt touching/fondling)

Tuesday, Mar 29th
5:39AM

262,722,315

Im really new to the game (about 10 days) and overall i really enjoy it but i think there could be more stuff to do
with the chars and poses to have a litte more variety.

Tuesday, Mar 29th
12:40AM

262,721,157

More power to the world editor would be great.

Monday, Mar 28th
11:09PM

262,714,848

The lack of updates is disappointing. Please communicate with your player base more about your plans. You
were doing well for a bit and then it all fell off.

Monday, Mar 28th
6:40PM

262,714,018

There is a lack of communication and huge oversights from the developers. Major issue I am witnessing is the
trolls and griefing without any repercussions

Monday, Mar 28th
6:11PM

Wednesday, Mar 30th
2:01PM

3:40AM

262,712,078

Started playing a week ago and I LOVE this game. :-)

Monday, Mar 28th
5:04PM

262,709,657

The communication from devs to customers is neutral and most of the fault is probably mine because I haven't
really looked.

Monday, Mar 28th
3:37PM

262,708,055

More regular updates to the game are needed otherwise it gets stale very quickly of course there are copies of
this game and will soon gain ground. I don't see why poses and cloth designs are not open for the community.

Monday, Mar 28th
2:54PM

262,706,654

Good job!

Monday, Mar 28th
2:03PM

262,660,269

I think its not just about sex for me . I love the social part so mini games would be fun like skating or skate
boarding , hoola hooping out side areas not in clubs unless thats what the club was made for . thanks for listening

Friday, Mar 25th 8:40PM

262,655,809

3DX is so close to being perfect but the disconnects and bugs spoil it.

Friday, Mar 25th 5:28PM

262,655,586

It's not for everyone and the limitation of poses, particularly kinky poses, is a detriment. But, it's more important to
get what you have working well and reliably first. I applaud your team for the job it has done. Oh, one more thing:
There is a lot of nastiness in here. I don't know how you can control that, but anything you can do to ratchet it
down would be appreciated. I call out the worst offenders from time to time and iggy a few. But, I hate to iggy,
'cuz then I don't know who's around me and can't call them out again.

Friday, Mar 25th 5:04PM

262,653,524

Came to 3DX from Avakin Life 1 year ago. Avakin is far more costly and has a ridiculous amount of stability
issues and bugs. By comparison 3DX is far more stable and bugs are typically minor nuisances with work
arounds. What I would like to see in the game…. Please, please, please give us more dance moves! There is
also a demand for mini games as we have milked as much entertainment out of /roll as possible. It would give
players other ways to socialize in game. New sex poses are always welcome but a pose editor would be a game
changer! Then it would be nice to have more character customization capabilities. Finally; as a girl I always want
more clothes! Great job 3DXCHAT developers! Love your game!!! Now if only you could make a feature that
prevents my lovers from breaking my heart - 3DXCHAT would be perfect ;-P

Friday, Mar 25th 3:32PM

262,641,261

Men need more options. Every single update there's like a TON of stuff added for women, but men get like, .5%
of it. Most of the time, the options men get, are also options for women. This isn't fair!

Friday, Mar 25th 12:33AM

